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Who should the Hawks select at Nos. 17 and 18? 

Streeter Lecka / Getty Images

By Chris Vivlamore

As their current roster is structured (with lots of work still to do), the Hawks have clear needs at center and shooting guard
going into next week's draft. Should the Hawks draft based on need or best player available next Thursday?

General manager Danny Ferry said both of those criteria are part of a bigger puzzle as he and his team make draft
preparations.

"The draft is a very important part of building your overall team," Ferry told the AJC. "That is talent level but that is also culture
and character that you want your organization to be about. So, I think all of the points all matter at the end of the day. Fit to
your program, talent level, what your needs are, at the end of the day all balance to come out and put you in the right position
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to make a decision."

I'm still sifting through information but as it stands today here are three options at center and shooting guard that I think the
Hawks could take with the 17th and 18th overall picks.

Centers

Gorgui Dieng, Louisville: The 6-foot-11, 230 pounder helped Louisville to a national championship as a 23-year-old
junior. He was the Big East Defensive Player of the Year
Mason Plumlee, Duke: At 7-0, 238 pounds, the 23-year-old senior has the size to be a good post defender. He
averaged 17.1 points and 10.0 rebounds.
Steven Adams, Pittsburgh: The 7-0, 255 pound 19-year old played one season after arriving from New Zealand. He
averaged 7.2 points and 6.3 rebounds as a freshman.

Shooting guards

Jamaal Franklin, San Diego State: The 6-5 junior has been unable to workout due to an ankle injury. The 21 year old
was a Mountain West Conference Player of the Year.
Allen Crabbe, California: The 6-6 junior was named Pac-12 Player of the Year. He averaged 18.4 points a game last
season.
Sergey Karasev. Russia: At 6-7, the 19-year-old  may be more of a swingman. He has drawn a lot of interest from
NBA teams for his shooting ability.

It's all pure speculation on my part, but we are allowed to have a little fun with our own guesses. Who do you think the Hawks
will take with their two first-round picks? Maybe I will change my mind before I make my final guesses Wednesday.

(Incidentally, Ferry has not ruled out the possibility of trading up or down in the draft. "As I sit here today, I think anything is
possible," Ferry told the AJC Monday. "We could trade up. We could trade down. We could certainly stay where we are and
pick where we are. Those things tend to get clearer a couple days before the draft.")
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:36 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Drafting for need is a risky strategy in any case, but for a team in the Hawks' position, it is especially foolish. When you only
have three players under contract for next year, you draft the best players available. Needs are for established teams with
mostly set rosters who are looking to plug holes in the rotation. Hopefully the Hawks are not narrowing their focus to only C
and SG.

Posted by decatur_g at 10:58 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I like Dieng for one of the choices. Not sure where to go with the other.

We have a lot of slots to fill and free agents to woo. I see Andre Iguodala (sp?) opted out of his contract @ DEN. Same for
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Monta Ellis @ MIL (curse of Larry Drew?), but I am not as keen on him.

Plus, we all hold out hope for D12 and CP3 ... pipe dreams but that is what cap space is for.

Posted by -Melvin- at 11:12 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Anybody but Plumlee is my choice(s). I prefer Adams but he may not be available but I would be ok with Dieng. However, like
Najeh said. Pick the best players available. No need to worry about position.

Posted by Just-Joe at 11:21 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I always get nervous when GMs start talking about "culture and character that you want your organization to be about". Makes
me think of drafting 4-yr players with very little upside....like Mason Plumlee.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 11:25 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I am watching video of the controversial Plumlee for the first time. He isn't that bad. In the interest of not comparing white
guys to other white guys, he seems somewhat similar to Jason Thompson from the Kings. But in my opinion, though, if you
have Al Horford on the roster, your other big guy should either be a go-to scoring option or a physical bruiser, and Plumlee is
neither. Plumlee's strengths and weaknesses seem to be more or less in line with Al's strengths and weaknesses, except
he isn't as good of a player. I don't think Plumlee will be a bust, but I don't know about him being a fit next to Al.

Posted by MikeisBack at 11:28 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I like Gorgui Dieng, and the 7 footer from Kansas if he's in draft.

Posted by cp229 at 11:29 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Najeh thats one of the major reasons I dont want Plumlee, bad fit. Dude is not a rim protector at all. Plumlee also has some
terrible lateral movement. Dude gets beat off the dribble a lot.He also struggles against long and athletic players. I hope we
pass on Plumlee or some team snatches him up before we pick..

Adams, Franklin , and Mitchell are my top 3 guys for those picks. Any combination of the two and I'm good.
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Posted by drmaryb at 11:30 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

WE GOT NEEDS!

1. We need a rim protector.
2. We need offensive rebounds.
3. We need defensive rebounds.
4. We need a low post scorer with some back to the basket capabilities.
____________

1. We need a PG who doesn't turn the ball.
2. We need a PG who can facilitate.
3. We need a PG who can pressure the ball, first & foremost!
4. We need a PG with a mid-range 12' jumper.
5. We need a PG who can knock down the open 3 point shot.
6. We need a PG who can lead demonstrably/vocally and, run plays with command performances.

Draft what you need and look for veteran role players with a proven track record! Remember when we needed a PG, but fel
for supposedly the BPA in Duck-Butt?

Posted by -sting- at 11:30 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

bout time to get serious about the draft process. not sure i can catch up to you guys that have been doing this for months. ;-)

my 2 cents worth if two quality bigs available not from duke and better than the two the celts got last year, i'd grab them. cant
teach height.

Posted by cp229 at 11:32 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin Ive been stressing about bpa for a while now. Taking a need in a weak draft with so many holes on this roster is how
you end up with limited players like Sheldon the slumlord Williams. Take the bpa regardless of what the position is

Posted by -OBrien- at 11:38 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB, 

Steve, 

“Deing and rice I could go with” 

I think 17/18 is too early for Rice. It would be nice if we package both second round picks to move up, because I think he will
be there in the early second round. 
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Posted by -OBrien- at 11:39 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB, 

Slim, 

“790 The Zone lists the hosts as Nick Cellini, Steak Shapiro and Chris Dimino" 

Sorry to hear these guys lost a great gig because of their insensitivity! 

Three former New Yorkers? Hmmmmmmmm” 

I thought Nick was from OH, and Steak from Mass?

Posted by RamonReturns at 11:39 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

If Muhammed doesn't fall, I say take the kid from Greece with the 17th pick. And then with the 18th pick choose between
Dieng, Karasev, and Franklin.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 11:40 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

"Draft what you need and look for veteran role players with a proven track record! Remember when we needed a PG, but fel
for supposedly the BPA in Duck-Butt?"

Yeah, but the BPA strategy assumes that you actually have the ability to correctly analyze who is the BPA. Billy Knight's
problem wasn't that he picked the BPA; it was that he couldn't tell who the BPA was. CP3 was the right pick whether the
strategy was BPA or needs.

Posted by The-Truth at 11:41 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

"I'm still sifting through information but as it stands today here are three options at center and shooting guard that I think the
Hawks could take with the 17th and 18th overall picks." CV 

No SF options? Why not? It's the weakest link on the team 

"That is talent level but that is also culture and character that you want your organization to be about" - DF 

I wish I could decode this. 

Posted by -OBrien- at 11:42 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
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Report Abuse

Slim, 

Also, you posted Gobert's strengths, but did not post his weakness. 

"Weaknesses: He needs to bulk up his upper body, in order to be able to withstand the extra physicality at the NBA level ...
Lacks great leaping ability, though his length helps … His shooting range is limited to the painted area, and needs to be
expanded … Mostly faces the basket and needs to work on his back to basket moves ... He lacks a jump shot from the
midrange and also is predictable and mechanical in his moves, lacking fluidity, even though he’s pretty reliable from the free
throw line ... 

His offensive movements are rather raw, he needs to add confidence to his game, sometimes he seems too stiff and
mechanical ... He’s able to take post position effectively but he still lacks a safe and reliable go to post move ... He’s a
reliable rebounder but with his physical tools he could be even better ... He has a mild demeanor, sometimes he appears to
play with a reduced gear, lacking much competitive fire ... At times, his lack of a great feel for the game becomes apparent as
he fails to recognize plays before they develop or doesn't finish off plays with enough aggression ..." 

He doesnt sound that great now, does he?

Posted by -OBrien- at 11:44 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

From sportingnews; 

“ESPN reported that a team in the lottery gave Saric a promise, if he would be willing to spend one more year in Europe to
develop. He refused and withdrew from the draft. In other words, Saric turned down a lottery spot because he didn’t want to
stay in Europe, and as a result he will play next year … in Europe.” 

Posted by devounknown1000 at 11:45 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

# 17 Tim Hardaway jr

# 18 Gorgui Deng

DF CAN BUILD THIS TEAM RIGHT.

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by cp229 at 11:48 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

Here is Ledo's workout video. He will be working out for the Hawks or has already worked out. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=bNCyIUxwm8Y
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Posted by devounknown1000 at 11:49 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

SIGN

D12 4 YEAR 75 MILL

CP3 4 YEAR 75 MILL

PAUL MILSAP 4 YEAR 30 MILL

44 MILL FOR THREE PLAYERS

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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